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    Not Rated Yet

Description
MFSPC-S combat belt – lightweight, mid-ride combat belt system that
comfortably carries your critical gear and holds up your pants. It’s much
more versatile than typical combat belts and much less bulky than a regular
load carriage belt. It’s configurable in multiple ways to facilitate your
unique needs. It helps you move some gear off your vest and onto your hips
for less back fatigue. Mid-ride belt accepts soft ballistic inserts. This
combat belt is part of the MFSPC-S weight compensation system.
There are two ways to configure the belt to suit any operational need. The
first configuration is to use it as a regular combat belt. The second
configuration is putting the weight compensation systems adapter on, which
lets you connect the belt to the plate carrier. It provides a very stable
and integrated setup.
Properties:

Made of premium materials - US-made Cordura® fabric and original
Velcro® brand fasteners
Configurable in multiple ways
Part of the MFSPC-S weight compensation system
Sold in full set - belt with Austrialpin Cobra Pro buckle and Molle
sleeve.
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SIZE CHART
 Size  S  M  L  XL  XXL
 Waist (cm)  80 - 89  88 - 97  96 - 105  104 - 113  112 - 121
Made in Latvia.
About MFSPC-S “TRIDENT” system
MFSPC-S “TRIDENT” is a system developed through many years of professional
experience in combat environments and the production of individual combat
equipment. MFSPC-S is the leading personal equipment system in the Latvian
military industry.
By conducting an international analysis in the context of world events,
constructors of MFSPC-S have considered essential aspects of developing
MFSPC-S for military personnel (ground infantry, mechanized infantry,
scouts, SOF units, and other military and law enforcement units) which
require the most functional, safe, high-quality equipment for their
operating environment and specific needs for military applications by the
requirements of the 21st century.
MFSPC-S configurations are suitable for scouts, JTAC, SOF, and other
specialists not regularly on the front lines in direct contact with the
enemy and for whom increased mobility capabilities are critical. About Lumina Group
LUMINA Group, based in Latvia, leads in military equipment innovation from
experience of special operations forces. Their expertise is embodied in a
flagship product, the MFSPC-S “TRIDENT,” which sets the standard for
personal combat equipment. LUMINA Group designs advanced, modular solutions
tailored to the diverse needs of ground infantry, mechanized infantry,
scouts, and special operations forces, prioritizing operator safety,
adaptability, and performance on the modern battlefield.
Online catalog of LUMINA group
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